
Marching Band Attendance Policy 
 

I understand that I am expected to attend all rehearsals and performances of the RCG, per the 
RCG calendar that has already been distributed. I understand that it is my commitment to this 
program and that it is detrimental for the entire ensemble if I miss even one rehearsal. The 
section of the show that we rehearse will have to be rehearsed again if students are missing, 
resulting in wasted rehearsal time and inefficiency for the whole group.  
 
As a result, the ONLY excused absences from rehearsals and/or performances are: 
-Illness (requiring a doctor’s note or parent/guardian communication for verification) 
-Death in the family 
-Emergency situation 
 
Examples of absences that WILL NOT be excused include: 
-not having a ride (There is certainly someone in the 140-member RCG that can give you a ride!) 
-birthdays or birthday celebrations (Please schedule these around rehearsal time.) 
-work (Please give your RCG calendar to your place of employment ahead of time.) 
-homework (A responsible band student MUST stay on top of their academics and manage their 
time.) 
-babysitting a family member unless an emergency situation arises 
-doctor and dentist appointments or appointments of any kind that can be scheduled around 
rehearsal 
 
In the event that a student misses a rehearsal and it is not excused (per the 3 circumstances 
above), it is the directors’ discretion to hold that student out of the next RCG performance. The 
student will still be required to be present at the performance, but they will stand on the 
sideline to support the RCG rather than participate in the performance. This policy stresses the 
importance of attendance at EVERY rehearsal and performance of the RCG. We are a team and 
are only complete with everyone present. It is detrimental to EVERYONE if someone is absent. 
Please schedule around these rehearsals/performances so that everyone may be successful! 
 
I understand the attendance policy of the RCG as outlined above. 
 
 
Student Printed Name 
 
 
Student Signature 
 
 
Parent Signature 
 
 



 


